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GODSLAYER®    Rise of Legends - Errata

Banebrood FAQs
Bestial Bellow - How does Bestial Bellow work with abilities that 

allow a model/unit to always perform/receive a tactic?
Bestial Bellow takes precedence. It overrules other special rules 

which normally allow a tactic to be performed or ordered without 
performing a LEAD-test.

Callous - does the tactic trigger only when the model‘s life total 
reaches the orange boxes?

No, Callous applies at all times when the tactic is active.  The 
Tenacious applies at all times while the tactic is active.  If a model 
goes into seriously wounded state, then the rule about ignoring the 
usual -1 penalty applies.

Rotting Corpse - when making this missile attack, if the target is a 
model in melee with the Pestbringer, does it benefit from cover due 
to being engaged?

Yes it does benefit from cover.  Just because the Pestbringer can 
make MIS attacks while he is engaged, does not mean models he 
is engaged with do not benefit from the regular cover bonus. The 
Pestbringer can shoot unengaged models while he is engaged in 
melee, and of course those targets would not benefit from cover.

How does Death Triumphant interact with Fearless?
Units with Fearless must take a fear test, and if it fails, then they 

suffer Fear caused by the Bloodgut Ravager. Units which cause Horror 
or who have hardened Will are unaffected by Death Triumphant.

Stench - whose melee range does the rule refer to?
The melee range of the model with Stench.

Mob Rule - does the rule refer to the model count or total sight 
value of the unit?

Model count.

Black Plague - same as Gas above.
Because Black Plague is a continuous effect, at the start of each 

round you must succeed in an expiry roll or the model will be affected 
by Black Plague again (knocked down). So you can stand the model 
up during its activation, but it could be knocked down again in the next 
activation due to the continuous effect remaining in play. Removing 
the continuous effect will not stand the model up. That needs to be 
done additionally. The same applies to the Gas Continuous effect. 

Heartkill Plague - if a model uses an action that requires the 
expenditure of x tokens to generate a numerical effect (like POW 
X), does this extra token count for establishing the total value of this 
numerical effect?

No. The extra action token is a penalty effect and is simply lost.

Bulging Biceps Upgrade Effect - exactly what is increased by +1?
+1 POW is added to the Powerful Fighting Style / charge bonus.

Long Legs Upgrade effect - do heavy infantry become light 
infantry, or does this spell affect only

non-heavy infantry (same for cavalry)?
The spell affects regular infantry/cavalry and heavy infantry/

cavalry.

Soulbound vs Bloodthirst – which rule has priority?
Bloodthirst applies only against living models as stated in the rule, 

but if the model targeted by Soulbound was a living model, then both 
effects apply - the Gorelord gets his action token, and the friendly 
model is knocked down and reduced to 1 lifepoint from Soulbound. 

Eaten Alive – Can models performing Eaten Alive use their 
Lifepoints to count in overwhelm tests for more than one enemy 
model?

Each model performing Eaten Alive may only count its life-points 
against one opposing model, even if it is in base contact with more 
than one target model.

Is a knockdown required in order to proceed with the overwhelm 
test and damage etc? (for example models eaten alive who are 
immune to knockdown).

No, the knockdown is not required to proceed, it is just an additional 
effect of the tactic. Models immune to knockdown will be eaten alive 
while standing up.

Halodynes FAQs
Trance - Does Trance add its damage bonus to continuous effects 

that are caused in the user‘s activation (like fire)?
No, only to spell attack damage.

Gift of the Gods - in Godquest tournaments can I choose the spells 
before each game?

No, you need to prepare your army list upfront.

Claryon Call - does this spell a unit to exceed the usual limitation 
of using one tactic per round?

Yes, the model unit may use any and all of its tactics simultaneously.

Magic Blast - Is the targeting of enemy models‘ exclusively with 
Magic Blast intentional?

Yes, it’s magic!

Wristbands of Salvation - Do the Wristbands of Salvation also 
affect direct damage?

No, nothing reduces direct damage.

Mirror Shield - can the spell be channeled to a unit/model that does 
not fit the spell‘s description (e. g. Godsmite)?

You can channel a spell anywhere, but if a particular spell cannot 
target the model/unit chanelled to, then it has no effect.

Whirlwind Falchions - Do models charging a bearer of Whirlwind 
Falchions also suffer the POW 1 damage roll?

Yes.

Crumbling Rust - If Crumbling Rust imposes a non-cumulative 
modifier, how do several uses of the spell work?

Non-cumulative means the same effect does not accumulate from 
the same rule. So a unit affected by Crumbling Rust which is targeted 
again by the same spell will only suffer -2 ARM, not -4 ARM.  
However, ARM penalties and modifiers from other rules can still 
combine with it.

Sudden Feat – Is this in addition to the usual limit of one tactic 
per round?

The tactic used by the target model/unit is additional to the usual 
allowance of one tactic per round.  However using a second tactic 
does mean the first is no longer active.

Mortans FAQs
Ancestral Wisdom - Do models destroyed by a continuous effect 

generated by a model with Ancestral Wisdom grant the destroyer a 
token for the said ability?
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Yes, models destroyed in any way by the model with Ancestral 
Wisdom are valid, including through spells, MEL, MIS and Magic 
attacks, items, tactics or anything else.

Riposte - the price reduction also affects an attack made in a 
following round?

Yes

Parry - How does Parry interact with melee attacks that hit 
automatically?

Parry cannot block attacks which automatically hit because there is 
no to-hit roll to overcome.

Bombs - Can an attack with a bomb be made at long range?
Yes, all MIS attacks benefit from long range unless specifically 

stated that they do not.

Libarum Adeptus - In the case of a Catapult is only one attack 
type affected?

No, it affects all attacks of the catapult.

Gas - If a model is knocked down by Gas in one round, will it be 
unaffected by the specific effect of Gas, since it rolls for the effect 
and then gets up?

Because Gas is a continuous effect, at the start of each round you 
must succeed in an expiry roll or the model will be affected by GAS 
again (knocked down).  So you can stand the model up during its 
activation, but it could be knocked down again in the next activation 
due to the continuous effect remaining in play. Removing the 
continuous effect will not stand the model up.  That needs to be done 
additionally.  

Staffblades - Is the RNG on Staffblades correct? Necromagi only 
have an RNG of 1 on theirs?

Yes. The Mortifex has longer staffblades

Unholy Bonding – Can spells be chanelled through several Legio 
Mortum in a chain?

Yes, as per page 96 of the rulebook, this also allows the effect to be 
channeled through other channelers (other Legio Mortum). 

Each model chanelling must suffer D3 direct damage for each 
channelled spell.

Remember Legio Mortum can only channel a spell to another 
Channeler if the target is within 4 inches (their LEAD range).

Antidote vs Gauge – How do these interact?
Gauge overrules Antidote, (otherwise Gauge would be impossible 

for them to use).

Imperial Platemail vs. Grace of Achallon – How is this resolved?
Roll 4 dice and remove the highest and lowest.

Ashes to Ashes spell – Does the entire unit suffer the damage of 
the spell?

No, only the single unit model targeted by the spell suffers the 
damage, but the entire unit suffers rot.  

Mortan Morticon Almanac – Is the spell free or needs to be paid for?
Player may buy one spell item for the bearer

Raise Legionnaire and kill points – how do you calculate kill 
points for raised Legio Mortum?

What counts towards points is what is left at the end of the game. 
So if you start your game with a unit of 6 Legio Mortum models, your 
opponent will only get kill points if he reduced this unit to 3 models 
by the end of the game, no matter how many were added to the unit 
in between.

Princeptor DPL - Princeptor card says DPL 1, Rulebook says 2. 
Which is correct?

The rulebook is correct.

Ancestral Crystal - Can an undead model/unit receive +1 multiple 
times per round from Ancestral Crystal in games of 500+ points with 
more than one Mortifex equipped with Ancestral Crystal?

Warbands can only equip an item once, even those with 500+ Points.

Nordgaard FAQs
Chasm Cracker - Does Armour Knowledge affect Chasm Cracker?
No. Chasm Cracker uses an attack roll but is not an attack.

Fire Resistance - Does Fire Resistance ignore damage rolls from 
attacks that include the fire continuous effect (like bombs)?

Yes, he is immune to the effects and damage of Fire, however he 
is not immune to regular damage from attacks which have Fire as 
an effect.

Inspire - can the Runegate Keeper assign the generated token to 
himself?

Yes, the source model is considered to be within his own LEAD 
range.

Leatherskin and Berserk - does damage reduction with so many 
effects in place at one time follow mathematical principles of first 
multiply or divide, then add or deduct?

Always apply damage-halving effects first, then apply damage 
deducting effects afterwards.  The same is true for Ethereal combined 
with other effects.

Runescars - the Scarjarl does not ignore magic attacks, right?
No.

Rampage - does a Scarjarl move twice in combination with Slay 
Movement?

Rampage movement is in addition to Slay Movement, so you can 
use both in cases where both apply.

Valkyrie - When a Valkyrie is placed via Celestial Descent on 
the table, does the model triggering her placement count for Spirit 
Warden?

No 

Master Brewer - Can Master Brewer affect enemy models/units?
No

Whirlwind - Does it affect charging models?
Yes

Grapple-Drag - For how long can the out-of-formation unit ignore 
the missing model before they are required to restore unit formation?

For as long as either of them is engaged in melee.

Set Small Traps - Can the traps be charged?
No, only models can be charged.

Stand Ready - At what exact moment is the line of sight checked 
and the damage roll triggered?

As soon as the model/unit has finished a movement action which 
either starts inside the AOE template or which brings it into/through 
the AOE template.

Stoneskin - how does it affect non-combat direct damage?
It applies every time he suffers damage, including damage received 

from effects besides melee attacks, but nothing reduces direct damage.

Shieldbash - how much direct damage do critical hits from 
Shieldbash deal?

Equal to the ACT used in the tactic.
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Avenger - does the special rule of the weapon activate only once 
one attack has been performed, or does it work with every attack 
action?

Every attack action – (but not counter-attacks).

Doomangr Devastator - does it combine with Armor Knowledge?
No, Doomangr effect employs an “attack roll” not an “attack”.

Dreaded – Who is affected?
Models causing Fear and Horror must take a Fear / Horror test 

against Einherjer, but if the model/unit has a specific rule preventing 
Fear/Horror tests (besides Fear and Horror of course) such as Undead, 
Fearless, or Hardened Will, etc, then the test does not apply to them.

Troglodyte FAQs
Fadeshift - Can a model charge after using Fadeshift?
No, because Fadeshift counts as movement.

Abyssal Shade - How does it interact with Fear-ignoring rules and 
abilities?

Every model must make a Fear test, including models with Fearless, 
Hardened Will, Fear and Horror etc.  Only undead and war-machines 
are unaffected by Abyssal Shade.

Abyssal Shade versus Dreaded – How is this resolved?
Fadeshift versus Dreaded would mean that the Einherjer with 

Dreaded would need to make a Fear test.  Dreaded also reflects 
Abyssal Shade back onto the Obsidian Nightmare and his Hardened 
Will would normally negate a reflected Fear from Dreaded, however, 
Abyssal Shade specifically counteracts effects cancelling Fear, so the 
Obsidian Nightmare would also need to make a Fear test.

So in summary, both the Obsidian Nightmare and the Einherjer need 
to take a Fear test against each other.

Styganite Crystal - Can the AoE template be placed outside of Line 
of Sight?

No, needs to be in line of sight.

Potion of Gloaming Strength - Does the Potion affect any kind of 
damage roll generated by the user?

Any damage roll from a MEL, MIS or MAG attack.

Ethereal - Does Ethereal affect non-enchanted direct damage?
No, nothing reduces direct damage.

Discarnate - Is direct damage affected?
No, nothing reduces direct damage.

Raider from Packlasher and Bloodgut Ravager – Raider of the 
Bloodgut Ravager allows a unit of SV1 models to use advanced 
deployment, whereas the Packlasher card allows a unit of models with 
small bases advanced deployment.  This is very relevant for advanced 
deployment of Skullsmasher Oakbows, so which should it be?

Play each exactly as they are formulated for the moment. We will 
homogenize them in a future edition of the Godslayer rules.

Wyldfolk FAQs
Hunter’s Ken - Does the measurement enabled by Hunter‘s Ken 

include long range?
Yes. Long range is part of the range of an attack.

Death Proofed - Does a Lord of Decay‘s own Death Proofed ability 
improve his Resilient ability?

Yes. 
Note that Auras do not affect the origin model, but this tactic is not 

an aura (exactly for this reason).

Aura of Decomposing - when making a magic attack roll, how 
much direct damage does the Lord of Decay inflict on a critical hit?

As much as the ACT spent for the magic attack, just like with melee 
attacks.

Mass Grave - does a critical magic roll for this ability inflict direct 
damage?

No. He is making a “Magic attack roll” with a specific effect instead 
of damage, not a “magic attack.”

Spectral - a model with this rule can only be targeted by enchanted 
attacks, but since it cannot be engaged does it ignore Free Strikes, 
even from enchanted attacks?

Yes, it does prevent free strikes from normal and enchanted 
weapons. She cannot be engaged, so no MEL attacks can affect her, 
however, she may still be targeted by MAG attacks and enchanted 
missile attacks as well as spells.

Mortodyn - Can a model/unit benefit from Mortodyn more than 
once per round?

Yes.

Hauberk of Anthalon - does the model‘s unit type change 
completely or is the type stated in the description of the item added - 
like heavy light infantry?

It is changed to the “Heavy” of whatever model type it currently 
has.

Spirit Arrows - can models with concealment be targeted?
Yes because the Sprit Arrows can target models without line of 

sight.

Banyan Volley Arrow - Is Banyan Volley Arrow duplicated with 
Hail Shot?

Only against the original target, not the D3 additional models due 
to the Arrow!

Soul-Swap Gem - Does the Soul-Swap Gem‘s „remove another 
friendly model“ count as destroying the model for the purpose of 
special rules (like vitae tokens)?

No, it is removed, not destroyed.

Shapeshift - if a weapon has two attack options, can I choose either 
one for the purposes of POW (like a bastard sword)?

Yes

Bloodleaf blades – is the +2 bonus applied after each attack or after 
each attack action?

Because Ambidextrous Attacks are simultaneous and part of the 
same action, the +2 bonus applies for each attack action, meaning 
after both ambidextrous attacks have been performed, not for each 
ambidextrous attack.

Is the +2 power bonus of the bloodleaf blades actually cumulative 
since the description says that the bonus is applied to the next attack 
(singular, not plural)?

Yes it is cumulative. Its a powerful Wyldfolk combo with the 
Megalith and banshee action tokens buffing.

Glamour of Cadros – if this spell is chanelled through a Megalith, 
how is the RNG calculated because the LEAD of the Megalith is zero.

Use the 10 inches mentioned in the text. The RNG listed on the spell 
should be deleted as it has no use. 

Feylock Bow Points – which points are correct?
10p (according to rulebook)
12p (according to printed card)
The card is correct

Megalith - Is the Megalith non-living?
Yes, all war-machines are non-living, as per p91 of the rulebook.
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Megalith Points - Does a Megalith count as a model generating 
points for missions (and sight value), outside of kill points?

Yes.

Scenarios FAQs
Fields of the Fallen - Can the Banshee be charged by a Fallen One 

in the scenario VI if it comes in base contact?
Only if she is not spectral. If she is Spectral the Fallen One token 

will stop when it hits her base but cannot attack her.

When a player kills a Fallen One, how long does he control another 
Fallen One; can he make just a movement or does he actually assume 
its control for the rest of the game?

All he is allowed to do is move one Fallen One 12 inches.

Lost in the Fog - In which direction does a model/unit flee in the 
„Lost in the Fog“ scenario?

They flee as normal to the player’s table edge.  Although the 
models are not deployed in the deployment zones, the board still has 
deployment zones.   
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